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Tuesday evening, March 12th, a Faculty-Student Symposium was 

held in the new Coffee House on "The Draft." !!!!.! Whispers believe that 

this was a very significant event on our campus--so significant that we 

present this timely Supplement which gives a comprehensive report of 

the meeting. 

This Symposium disproves the charge that there is a l ack of 

intellectual depth on campus . Students, faculty, and administration 

were able to deal objectively with current problems--all this without 

an attempt to lead or shape anyone point of view. 

The inertia has been overcome and now it is up to the student 

body to press for continued meetings on other topics. 

* * * * * * * * * * 

NOTE: 

All possible points of view contained in the 

following report were assumed by students and fac-

ulty to achieve the highest possible objectivity 

and did not necessarily reflect their own opinions . 



DISCUSSION IN COFFEE HOUSE, MARCH 12, 1968 

CONSIDERATION OF THE DRAFT AND QUESTIONS RELATING TO THIS 

Discussion of draft practices during the Ci vil War. 

Consideration of draft questions in other countr ies was br ought up by a student. (e.g.) 

German draft-dodgers coming to United States after or during World War II. 
Point brought up that many people left Germany because of severe economic 
depression and as the result of Jewish persecutions rather than to avoid draft. 

The question of leaving the country and going to Canada to avoid the draft: 

In 1967 - 18,500 people left for Canada for immigration purposes; most from 
Cal ifornia and New York - not all draft dodgers. Between 3,000 to 10,000 draft 
dodgers . (The exact number cannot be determined) . A man named Satin advises 
people in Canada and is paid by the Canadian peace movement . 

Rationale of people who leave? 

1. Some don't want to give up 2 years of their lives. 
2. Others are conscientious objectors who have tried and failed to get the 

classification . They have two choices: prison and Canada. 

What are the consequences of leaving the country? 

1 . ,Legal: a . coming back to U.S . sub j ect t o arrest 
1. draft evasion - 5 yrs. maximum 
2. inter national flight to avoid prosecution 10 yrs .. and 

$5,000. 

2. Does it include man who becomes Canadian citizen? 

No. But he would have given up his citizenship and is no longer subject 
to American rule. Takes 5 yrs. to become Canadian citizen - during 
this five year period you ar e still subject to American rule. 

What does one do to become a Canadian citizen? 

1 . write to Canadian Consulate in New York City . 
2. He sends you a form - fill out your name, address, parents, education, etc. 
3. Asks what you are going to do (high rate of unemployment there). Is there 

a person there who is going to assist you . (Not easy . They are looking 
for name of employer in effect. He is to sponsor you. It is almost a 
necessity that you have a definite employer who will sponsor you . 

4. Takes 5 years after you send back application . Medical application sub
mit t ed also. Final rejection or acceptance. Then go to live and wait . 

What is the number who want to go? 

A lot want to go. Therefore it is good if you have a trade or 4 yr . degree; 
not enough jobs are available . 
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Can you travel in the United States? 

You are subject to arrest at any time. Even if you've applied for Canadian 
citizenship and you're draft age. However, if you ~ received your 
notice to report and you apply for Canadian citizenship it's not illegal to 
travel or to do anything. The illegality comes when you fail to report for 
draft physicals. 

Questions of freedom in the United States arose. With freedom comes responsibility. 

1. Draft only one thing we have to put up with; 
2. Income tax; 
3. Social security. 

Social contract idea gives the government the right to impose obligations 
on its member citizens; the government acts in the best interest of the major
ity. We are parties in a contract and in order to obtain and maintain the 
privileges, we must accept the responsibilities. 

Discussion of America as a nation. 

Not until World War II (after) was America really established as a creditor, 
etc. etc. 

Why must America assume the role of big brother? 

It is one of the responsibilities or power. We are one of the most powerful 
nations in the world. We have a responsibility to make sure that other people 
have the same privileges we have here. 

Has U.S. made any reciprocal treaties concerning draft evasion? 

No. Canada is erebar=assed with the problem of our men emigrating there, but 
U.S. has not put any pressure on them. 

Canadians come here (3 times as many) also. The only ones accepted here are 
educated. So we are gaining really, in the long run. 

What about America's responsibility to herself? 

The day has long since passed when we had protection of Atlantic & Pacific 
oceans. In World War II the atom bomb was the acme of achievement; it would be 
nice if we could march shoulder tQ shoulder with allies who are our equal, but 
we can't. France, Germany, England are falling and we are left as the leader 
nation. Civil rights is a drastic problem, but that doesn't mean that we can 
let our other ties go.--

Mr. Duell said that when he went to school we had an abundance of natural 
resources, etc. but now we are dependent to a great extent on other countries. 
Therefore, we ~, for our own benefit, maintain our ties with other nations. 

Is the Vietnam war economic? 

Yes, to a certain extent all wars are. 
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American power grew on i ngenuity but now we just rest on power? 

Until after World War II we were very independent , insular, had everything we 
wanted, were self.-determined, but as it changed, even .though our sys t em did 
not develop perfe~.tly, it is still the best sys t em. That' s why we are attract-
ed to Canad a - some system! ----

What do the soldiers in Vietnam think? 

1. They see horrors themselves; don't enjoy it. But 'it' s discouraging to 
them to see that the country is not a unity behind them. 

2. Student veteran says when you're there you get the view that your country 
is right. Many have the idea, "let's do it and get it over with." 

3. Another person said that many wonder if people in the United States are 
really behind you. Unrest in the U.S. (draft, race riots etc.) is hurting 
not only individual t roop, but whole military action. 

What do they think of peace demonstrations? 

They want war ended; why kill ? As man to man, we do not want to fight; when 
you see how communism has spread, etc. They have the idea that we should get 
it over with so our children will not have to go through the same th~ng again. 
It's s omething you make yourse lf believe. Seems like most people in the 
country don't want to'be there yet we're there as a country. Why? Can't we 
vote to remove ourselves? Not a matter of voting for President; people don't 
want to be there. Why don't they have an election and vote to get out? 

Local elections have been held. (Dearborn, Mich., etc .) 

Majcrity bave votpd that we stay in most, if not all, of these local elections. 

Elections haven't -been stunning (Dearborn has a population of 150,000), but 
they have taken place. In Dearborn, the mayor himself was agains t the war and 
uas angry because tre vote went the other way. 

What is a peaceful abider? (ODe within the law). 

He i.s someone who says, "I'll go along, but see what I can do legitimately to 
get out of things ." 

1. He has a division between conscience and responsibility to social contract. 
a. conscience - doesn't like war. 
b. social contract - respons ibilities 
c. government has set up certain ways in which he can avoid obligations. 

He has to decide if he can in conscience choose one of these ways. 

Morality Question? 

Conscientious objector - Law now allows conscientious objection only if one 
belongs to a religious group that 'opposes !ll ~ ~ !ll times (Friend s , 
Menninites etc.). 

Recent Supreme Court ruling that has somewhat opened door on what it will look 
on as religious training, belief, etc. 

For persons who want to avoid the draft - conscientious objection is the last 
desperate choice. They will have to serve equal amount of time in lieu of 
military service in some other capacity (medical etc.). 
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Most influential group that is counseling people is: 
National Service Board for Religious Objectors. 

Depends on draft board. Supreme Court has just begun to recognize that morals 
and religion are not the same. It is possible to not be a member of religious 
group and still ha;; strong moral feeling. 

Groups also interested in legislation allowing conscientious objection for ~ 
war . Is law fair in equating religion and morals? 

What is a conscientious objector? What qualifies one to be one? 

One who within his own conscience finds it so conflicting to abide by law that 
he simply cannot. 

How are conscientious objectors recognized? 

There are two kinds: 
1. One doesn't want to kill at all (office jobs etc. are provided for 

this type) 
2. One doesn't believe in military system at all (something that will 

benefit the country is done in lieu of military service). 
Draft will not recognize members outside of a church. 

Morality of draft evader? 

If you're given a choice and have very strong feeling of not killing; 
1 . C~ to jail and do no good 
2. Leave country 

Conscientious objectors have risen since Vietnam! 
Could we maintain army vlithout draft? 
How many are true conscientious objectors? 
Same want to be selp.ctive in their objection to Vietnam war only. 

What about conscientious objectors to this particular war? 

Law provides no alter native for them. 
Even Congress has had no opportunity to vote on this particular war . 

The Problem: 

Utmost amount of freedom and dignity to each individual while at the same time 
protection. Our Genius that we've abo/ays recognized our limitations. 

Discussion continued and points relating to the questions that were raised were 
examined more specifically . This discussion was more or less an interchange of 
ideas, knowledge, and opinion between members of the faculty and members of the 
student body. 
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